When we evacuate, WE WILL GO TO ________________________________________________
We will TELL OUR NEIGHBOR _____________________________________________________
at (#) _________________________________________________ where we are going.

If an evacuation or other emergency separates
family and friends, you’ll want to find each other.
Fill out a card for each close friend and relative.
Carry it with you wherever you go.
Our emergency radio broadcast frequency

We will CALL _______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________

at (#) __________________________________________________________________
and tell him/her where we are going. (Someone who lives well away from the disaster area.)

Parish emergency manager’s phone number

Finding Family and
Friends
in a Disaster
For the______________________Family
of ________________________

_____________________________________
We will also say what time we are leaving, how we are traveling and who is traveling with us.
Parish Extension office phone number
If our family gets separated in a disaster we will each CALL
________________________________________at (#)___________________________________
to let them know we are safe and where we are staying.

_____________________________________

www.lsuagcenter.com

We care about you!

Fold on this line if the paper is printed on one side
Trim closely around each card
Cut on this line if the paper is printed front and back
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